The effect of adverse childhood experience training, screening, and response in primary care: a systematic review


Summary

Background Adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) can have harmful, long-term health effects. Although primary care providers (PCPs) could help mitigate these effects, no studies have reviewed the impacts of ACE training, screening, and response in primary care.

Methods This systematic review searched four electronic databases (PubMed, Web of Science, APA PsycInfo, CINAHL) for peer-reviewed articles on ACE training, screening, and/or response in primary care published between Jan 1, 1998, and May 31, 2023. Searches were limited to primary research articles in the primary care setting that reported provider-related outcomes (knowledge, confidence, screening behavior, clinical care) and/or patient-related outcomes (satisfaction, referral engagement, health outcomes). Summary data were extracted from published reports.

Findings Of 6532 records, 58 met inclusion criteria. Fifty-two reported provider-related outcomes; 21 reported patient-related outcomes. 50 included pediatric populations, 12 included adults. A majority discussed screening interventions (n = 40). Equal numbers (n = 25) discussed training and clinical response interventions. Strength of evidence (SOE) was generally low, especially for adult studies. This was due to reliance on observational evidence, small samples, and self-report measures for heterogeneous outcomes. Exceptions with moderate SOE included the effect of training interventions on provider confidence/self-efficacy and the effect of screening interventions on screening uptake and patient satisfaction.

Interpretation Primary care represents a potentially strategic setting for addressing ACEs, but evidence on patient- and provider-related outcomes remains scarce.

Funding The California Department of Health Care Services and the Office of the California Surgeon General.
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Introduction

Adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) represent a constellation of potentially traumatic life stressors that occur during childhood and adolescence. In a seminal CDC-Kaiser Permanente study and follow-on research, a focused set of ACEs were identified—including forms of child abuse and neglect, parental intimate partner violence and divorce, and incarceration and behavioral health problems among household members. Unaddressed, ACEs can contribute to the activation and dysregulation of physiologic stress-response systems, which can alter life-long health and development. This includes serious health problems such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, cancers, and mental health conditions. Individuals with six or more ACEs have a life expectancy that is, on average, 20 years shorter compared to those with no ACEs.
Research in context

Evidence before this study
In a preliminary search of PubMed, Web of Science database, APA PsycInfo, and CINAHL, we assessed existing evidence on training, screening, and response to addressing adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) in primary care between January 1998 and May 2023, not restricted to the English language. Our search terms included primary care setting terminology (“primary care”, “pediatrics”) separated by OR statements, conjoined using AND statements with ACE-related terminology (“adverse childhood experience”, “childhood adversity”) also separated by OR statements. We identified a number of studies on scale-up of screening for ACEs in primary care settings, as well as epidemiologic studies on ACE prevalence and demographic differences in these settings. A 2022 systematic review on patient-to-provider communication of childhood adversity in primary care identified five studies from 2011 through 2021 and concluded that effective communication is essential for addressing ACE exposure; however, it did not link implementation of ACE screening in primary care with patient or provider outcomes.

Added value of this study
This study uses a comprehensive search strategy to synthesize evidence on the effects of ACE training, screening, and clinical response in primary care—from the vantage point of provider- and patient-related outcomes. We found 58 studies that met inclusion criteria, collectively providing information of the state of the science on addressing ACEs in primary care settings. We found that the current strength of evidence to support interventions is low or very low with respect to most outcomes, including enhanced provider knowledge, changes in clinical behavior, improved patient-provider rapport, and altered health outcomes. Evidence was strongest (moderate) for intervention effects on provider confidence when discussing composite ACEs and patient acceptability and satisfaction with care. We did not find any evidence of iatrogenic effects.

Implications of all the available evidence
This systematic review demonstrates that there is a dearth of evidence linking screening for ACEs and clinical response interventions in primary care settings with respect to patient and provider outcomes. We found few studies outside high-income countries, despite the vast majority of children and adolescents living in low- and middle-income countries. Furthermore, only 12 studies evaluated ACE-related assessments of adults, compared to 50 studies that included pediatric populations. Given the rapid and widespread scale-up of ACE screening and response in primary care settings, this study provides impetus for more rigorous evaluations. Although the limited evidence to-date suggests addressing ACEs in primary care may yield benefits, more rigorous investigations would help clinicians discern which types of interventions are most effective in addressing ACEs outside specialty care settings.

A growing literature has delineated the potential utility of screening for and providing services that counteract the effects of varying ACE exposures. For example, a recent review classified seven types of interventions shown to have varying levels of benefits for those with a history of ACEs. Likewise, curricula have been developed to educate health care providers on best practices for ACE training, screening, and clinical response. This includes application of validated, composite ACE screening instruments, such as the original CDC-Kaiser Permanente Questionnaire, and the use of evidence-based practices, such as trauma-informed care, in response to the identification of ACEs.

Primary care settings are meant to be routine entry points into the health system, where primary care providers (PCPs) can gradually cultivate rapport and trust with their patients. PCPs administer screenings and evaluations to assess overall health and wellbeing, creating an opportunity to incorporate ACE screening and clinical response, such as referring patients for specialty care or social services. In 2012, the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) issued a recommendation that pediatricians should provide anticipatory guidance and actively screen for markers of toxic stress, similar to approaches to developmental screening and child behavioral health screening. Although surveys suggest most PCPs do not comprehensively inquire about ACEs, implementation research indicates that ACE screening with validated instruments is both feasible and acceptable.

ACE screening and clinical response in primary care could also come with challenges. For example, PCPs have reported insufficient time to incorporate new screenings and interventions. When asked about confidence screening for and responding to ACEs, PCPs convey hesitancy. Whether or not PCPs have been trained in approaches to trauma-informed care, engaging patients in conversation about ACEs could risk re-traumatization. This tension—between the perceived utility and challenges of addressing ACEs in primary care—raises a question as to whether ACE training, screening, and clinical response in primary care is associated positive and/or negative patient and provider outcomes. Answering this would inform clinicians and policymakers as to whether practices are commensurate with the existing science, or if more evidence is required.

To our knowledge, no studies have systematically reviewed the effects of implementing ACE training,
screening, and clinical response in primary care settings for a composite of ACE exposures. In this study, we present findings from a systematic review of the peer-reviewed literature on this topic, in which studies identified forms of adversity as ACEs. Primary outcomes of interest were provider knowledge, confidence, screening behavior, and clinical care, and patient satisfaction, engagement in referrals, and health outcomes.

**Methods**

**Search strategy and selection criteria**

We searched the literature from January 1, 1998 through May 31, 2023 and reported results following PRISMA guidance. We interviewed content experts to inform our scope and identify search terms and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) phrases and chose six inclusion/exclusion criteria that corresponded to the PICOTS framework. Specifically, studies needed to:

1. Pertain to one or more of the categories of ACEs described by the landmark CDC-Kaiser Permanente study and assess a composite of ACE exposures.
2. Focus on ACE training, screening, and/or response with respect to composite ACE measurement—using a tool such as the CDC-Kaiser Permanente Questionnaire—rather than measurement of a single ACE exposure such as child sexual abuse or intimate partner violence.
3. Involve implementation of ACE training, screening and/or response in a primary care setting, defined in terms of one of the following clinical areas: pediatrics, family medicine, internal medicine, obstetrics and gynecology, or geriatrics.
4. Focus on PCPs or staff typically present in primary care settings, rather than specialty providers.
5. Analyze the effects of implementation on one or more pre-specified provider and/or patient outcomes (see Data Abstraction and Synthesis).
6. Constitute empirical research that underwent peer review. We excluded commentaries, viewpoints, guidelines, conference abstracts and proceedings, and reviews.
7. Be written in or translated into English.

For a study to be included, it needed to contain one or more search terms within two domains: first, an indication the article pertained primary care and/or primary care providers; second, an indication the study focused provider and/or patient outcomes related to ACEs or toxic stressors that could arise during childhood or adolescence. These criteria were applied to four databases: PubMed, Web of Science, APA PsycInfo, and CINAHL. The complete search strategy can be found in Appendix I.

Each title and abstract were independently screened by two members using DistillerSR, allowing the team to calculate percent agreement among screeners. In the event of disagreement, a third team member served as a tiebreaker. For articles that inclusion was indeterminable, the full article was reviewed.

**Data analysis**

Each article was assigned a primary and secondary abstractor: the primary abstracter was responsible for reviewing the article and abstracting data into a standardized form. The secondary abstractor reviewed accuracy and quality. We abstracted the following study characteristics: title, authors, publication year, geographic setting, study design, study period, study population(s), sample size(s), and provider-related outcomes and patient-related outcomes. We also clarified whether the study focused on pediatric or adult populations. Given that a large majority targeted pediatric populations, study findings are focused on children and adolescents unless explicitly stated otherwise in the Results or Discussion.

For the purposes of this review, assessments of ACEs included those focused on measurement of multiple ACEs, as captured by composite screening and assessment tools. We limited studies to those assessing composite ACE exposures because we were targeting articles that conscribed to the ACEs conceptual framework—i.e., that recognized that varying forms of childhood adversity converge on a common set of physiologic stress-response systems, and that this in turn may lead to negative health outcomes.

To be coded as an ACE training intervention, a study needed to describe implementation and measure outcomes associated with training PCPs and staff on the epidemiology of multiple ACEs, identification of multiple ACEs in clinical settings, and/or appropriate responses once ACEs were identified. To be coded as an ACE screening intervention, a study needed to describe implementation and measure outcomes associated with the introduction, scale-up, or strengthening of composite ACE screening in primary care settings. To be coded as an ACE response intervention, a study needed to describe implementation and measure outcomes associated with behaviors in response to identified ACEs in primary care. Studies could be coded to one, two, or all three intervention categories.

For provider-related outcomes, we indexed provider knowledge, confidence and self-efficacy, screening behavior, and clinical response—inclusive of changes in clinical care, reporting, and referral practices. For patient-related outcomes, we quantified acceptability and satisfaction, engagement with referrals, and health outcomes. To the extent possible, we reported measures indicating the magnitude of effects, strength of associations, and statistical significance.

We rated strength of evidence (SOE) according to GRADE criteria. Two team members independently assigned scores each article, based four domains: risk of
bias, inconsistency, indirectness, and imprecision. Observational studies received a starting score of “low”, while randomized studies received a starting score of “high”. Studies could be upgraded or downgraded based on individual assessments within each domain. In the event two team members arrived at different scores, each evaluation was shown to all team members for collective deliberation. All team members collectively deliberated the weight of evidence across studies for each outcome of interest. SOE was assigned an ordinal value: very low (+), low (++), medium (+++), or high (++++).

Role of the funding source
The funders of the study had no role in study design, data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of the report. RKM had access to all data and was responsible for the decision to submit for publication.

Results
The literature search generated 6532 articles, of which 1577 were duplicates, yielding 4955 unique studies (see Fig. 1). Of these, 4827 were excluded upon review of the title/abstract, leaving 128 articles for full-text retrieval. Of these, 58 met inclusion criteria. Percent agreement throughout the dual coding process was 96%, indicating strong overall concordance. A summary of studies is available in Appendix II.

Among included studies, 41 used samples from the United States, 3 from the Netherlands, two from the United Kingdom, and one each from Australia, Canada, Denmark, Japan, Kenya, and Saudi Arabia. Twelve studies did not list location. Studies contained an average of 73 providers and 1781 patients and represented a broad age range and both sexes. Seven studies were randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and two were quasi-experimental. Of the remaining, 20 used mixed methods, 13 used a prospective cohort design, 11 were cross-sectional, and seven were qualitative.

Provider-related outcomes
ACE training
Knowledge. Ten of 13 studies in this category examined provider knowledge before versus after ACE training. Of these, eight found significant improvements in provider knowledge, including
one RCT.\textsuperscript{45} Two recorded self-assessed knowledge gains\textsuperscript{16,47}; the remaining employed external measurement sources, such as exams. The RCT\textsuperscript{1} and one pre-post study found no improvements.\textsuperscript{44} The remaining studies asked providers to self-report knowledge gains at a single time point after training,\textsuperscript{52–55} with each study reporting significant improvements.

**Confidence/self-efficacy.** Eight of 15 studies in this category examined changes in confidence and/or self-efficacy from before to after training.\textsuperscript{22,41–45,47–49,51–53} All found large improvements. Four studies employed qualitative methods, with mixed feedback.\textsuperscript{22,44,51,55} In three, providers expressed a lack of confidence in screening and responding to ACEs. Two additional studies employed cross-sectional surveys: one found more training was associated with greater confidence;\textsuperscript{49} the other measured confidence pre-training, with a majority (62\%) expressing low confidence levels.

**Screening behavior.** All nine studies in this category—three of which were RCTs\textsuperscript{45,47,59}—reported high rates of screening uptake after training.\textsuperscript{22,42,43,45,48,51,57–59} In five, screening rates exceeded 75\%.\textsuperscript{22,43,45,51,59} In two others, rates remained below 50\% but represented substantive improvements\textsuperscript{59} from baseline.

**Clinical response.** Five studies discussed changes in clinical care following training interventions.\textsuperscript{22,26,43,51,70} Two focused on an intervention known as Safe Environment for Every Kid (SEEK). The first found greater than 60\% uptake in motivational interviewing after training.\textsuperscript{11} The other, an RCT, documented that providers in the intervention group more frequently addressed patients’ household difficulties, including parental stress, mental illness, and substance misuse.\textsuperscript{52} Two studies observed an increased frequency discussing ACEs with patients\textsuperscript{39} and providing interpersonal support.\textsuperscript{41} One qualitative study noted that providers felt screenings interrupted the clinical workflow.\textsuperscript{57}

Four studies examined reporting and documentation practices, following training efforts. Three focused on child protective services (CPS). The first observed an increase in providers’ understanding of their reporting responsibilities following training;\textsuperscript{42} the second did not find a change in frequency of reporting child abuse cases following training.\textsuperscript{51} The third conducted focus group discussions with providers, who reported that training helped foster a collaborative relationship with families to initiate CPS referrals.\textsuperscript{41} The remaining study focused on medical record documentation, finding a seven-fold increase after training in documenting patient-reported experiences of abuse.\textsuperscript{49}

Lastly, four studies inspected changes in referral patterns after ACE training.\textsuperscript{22,26,38,59} Two examined pre-post changes in referrals, finding sizable improvements.\textsuperscript{16,59} One descriptive study found 47\% of children who met criteria for referral were referred\textsuperscript{17} and another found 64\% were provided a referral.\textsuperscript{51}

**ACE screening Knowledge.** Five studies found that screening pilots led to improvements in knowledge on effective ACE screening.\textsuperscript{32,42,45,57} Three studies characterized provider knowledge on ACE screening or child abuse,\textsuperscript{26,42,43} two of which found that most providers lacked knowledge or training on these topics.\textsuperscript{26,62}

**Confidence/self-efficacy.** Of five studies that conducted pilot programs,\textsuperscript{22,26,42,43} four were associated with increased confidence levels.\textsuperscript{22,26,42,43} Three found that providers felt moderately confident screening for ACEs and that it helped them identify patient trauma.\textsuperscript{26,42,64} One study highlighted reasons for low provider confidence in ACE screening, such as lack of education, screening tools, or knowledge regarding local resources, and feelings of inadequacy managing suspected abuse.\textsuperscript{11} One qualitative study found that providers were more confident with a structured ACEs screener, though they were still concerned with false positives.\textsuperscript{37} Three found that providers felt moderately confident screening for ACEs and that it helped them identify patient trauma.\textsuperscript{42,54,65}

**Screening behavior.** Of 24 articles measuring screening behavior, 20 evaluated interventions,\textsuperscript{19,22,26,28,29,31,42,43,51,57–59,64,66–71} of which 19 identified screening rate improvements.\textsuperscript{19,22,26,28,29,31,42,43,51,57–59,64,66–70} At baseline, screening rates were close to zero in multiple instances; after the intervention, screening rates ranged from 23\%\textsuperscript{19} to 100\%.\textsuperscript{19} Two studies identified facilitators of screening uptake, such as lower screening burdens\textsuperscript{29} and use of face-to-face screenings.\textsuperscript{62} One study identified interrupted clinical workflows as a barrier to screening.\textsuperscript{37} Four studies examined existing ACE screening trends, three of which found a minority of patients were regularly screened,\textsuperscript{62,64,72} ranging from 17\%\textsuperscript{62} to 47\%.\textsuperscript{72}

**Clinical response.** Of 12 studies that examined post-screening clinical care, which ranged from providing resources to motivational interviewing to treatment planning, six studies found either high rates of clinical responses or significant improvements after an intervention.\textsuperscript{42,46,51,64,66,73} whereas one study found no change in care delivery.\textsuperscript{19} Three studies conducted interviews with providers, one of which found that ACE disclosure directly informed treatment;\textsuperscript{44} one found that screening was inconsistent before implementing a structured screener\textsuperscript{49}; and the last found no consensus on clinical responses.\textsuperscript{49}

Of 14 studies identifying referrals as a clinical response outcome, seven concluded implementation of screenings...
was associated with increased referrals. One RCT found that the intervention corresponded to 6.7 times higher adjusted odds of a referral, and another RCT found significantly lower odds of having a sick visit, ED visit, hospitalization. All others, which were observational, estimated effects from 13% to over 57% of patients referred after ACE screening.

One study examined mandated reporting. This study assessed ACE conversations in 238 parent/guardian and 231 provider surveys and found that, while there were 20 disclosures of potential ACEs, none resulted in reporting.

**Rapport with patients.** Five studies examined provider rapport with patients. One study surveyed primary care providers and found 71% of providers perceived guardians to be positive or receptive to discussing ACEs, 27% perceived guardians to be neutral, and 1% perceived guardians to be negative. Another study showed that providers were uncomfortable sharing inquiries about psychosocial issues and were concerned about offending patients. Three studies employed in-depth interviews. In two, providers expressed that screening improved their rapport with patients, and in one, parents recommended providers foster trust by explaining the process for screening and response.

**ACE response**

**Knowledge.** One of seven articles evaluated interventions for providers using trauma-informed care practices, of which one found improvements in knowledge of local social services to respond to ACEs. The other studies found that most providers possessed limited knowledge how to respond to ACEs, but knowledge increased with experience.

**Confidence/self-efficacy.** Four of five studies were observational, two of which found that providers lacked confidence to screen for child abuse, respond to suspected abuse, and/or identify local resources to respond to ACEs. One qualitative article found that providers were uncomfortable reporting children to unknown entities. The RCT reported that participation in the SEEK model led providers to report greater comfort addressing ACEs.

**Clinical response.** Of five studies that examined onsite clinical responses to ACEs, two evaluated Practicing Safety, finding that provider participation was associated with a higher likelihood of offering evidence-based guidance and posting community resources or patient education information. Two other studies, on the SEEK model, found that providers used motivational interviewing and demonstrated improvements in addressing depression, intimate partner violence, substance use, and stress. The remaining study surveyed providers on existing practices, finding that over 75% contacted on-site therapists to engage with their patients after screening for ACEs.

We identified eight studies that examined external referrals as a clinical response. Five quantified referral rates, ranging from 28% to 57% of all patients in the study intervention group. Two additional studies, both evaluating Practicing Safety, found increases in referrals to social workers and community resources. An RCT found that the odds of receiving any referral and the odds of receiving a behavioral health agency referral both increased by a factor of 50%.

Four of seven clinical response studies produced quantitative estimates on mandated reporting. One study found that 85% of pediatric professionals reported fewer than five cases per year. Another qualitative study found that providers, in deciding whether to file a report to CPS, felt tension between meeting the needs of caregivers and young persons experiencing abuse.

**Rapport with patients.** Three studies examined provider-patient rapport. Two study found concerns that reporting suspected abuse changed the provider’s relationship with the patient’s family. The third, a qualitative study, had parents offer guidance to providers: including to foster trust by explaining the ACE screening process.

**Strength of evidence**

SOE assessments of individual studies can be found in Appendix Table 3. With three exceptions, SOE for provider-related outcomes was very low or low (Table 1). Contributing factors were a paucity of RCTs, conflicting findings, reliance on self-reported measures, and frequent use of surveys subject to non-response and social desirability bias. One exception was the effect of ACE training on confidence/self-efficacy, for which 15 studies were included. All eight pre-post studies found improvements in confidence following training with medium-to-large effect sizes. A second exception pertained to interventions aimed at expanding ACE screening. Most studies in this category identified significant improvements in screening rates, although sample sizes were often small. The third exception related to ACE response interventions’ effect on clinical response, particularly connecting patients to services. These studies found significant increases in referral rates.

**Patient-related outcomes**

**ACE training**

**Acceptability/satisfaction.** Three of five studies in this category were RCTs. One found that patients served by providers randomized to training reported significantly
greater satisfaction with their visit.15 The second found that patients who interacted with providers randomized to receive training reported a 67% reduction in unmet desires to discuss psychosocial issues.13 Three studies, one RCT and two observational, found that patients or caregivers were more comfortable discussing ACEs with their provider, subsequent to provider training.11,17,61

**Engagement in referrals.** Of two studies in this category, one RCT found caregivers served by providers assigned to training were 17-times more likely to contact community resources.18 The second, an observational study, found referral acceptance rates ranged from 14% to 30% following provider training, depending on the facility.15

**Health outcomes.** Two RCTs found that caregivers who were served by providers assigned to the training group reported fewer instances of psychological aggression or physical violence, compared to those served by providers in the control group.85,86

ACE screening

**Acceptability/satisfaction.** Eleven of 14 studies in this category comprised surveys (n = 10) or interviews (n = 1) of caregivers or patients after screening.22,27,29,52,63,64,71,77,85,88 In all instances, individuals reported high levels of satisfaction/acceptability—ranging from 65% to 94%.77 However, one study found that while overall acceptance was high, over half of the Native American and Hispanic/Latinx did not consider screening to be acceptable.88 Two studies asked providers to assess whether ACE screening appeared to be acceptable to patients. In both instances, providers affirmed acceptability.77,87

**Engagement in referrals.** Among five studies examining referral acceptance,36,51,58,77,89 three reported acceptance rates, ranging from a low of 14% at an FQHC11 to a high of 77% at a pediatric clinic serving predominately low-income families.26 Two studies, one RCT86 and one quasi-experimental study,77 found caregivers or children served by providers assigned to the screening intervention were 17-times and 7.5-times, respectively, more likely to contact community or behavioral health resources.

**Health outcomes.** Of three studies, two RCTs focused on reductions in household violence. Each found that physical violence or psychological aggression was reduced among parents served by intervention providers.85,86 One prospective cohort study measured outcomes before versus after screening for and responding to ACEs—using a motivation-based intervention.77 The authors found short-term effects on self-reported unhealthy alcohol use and risky sexual behavior, as well as sustained effects on perceived stress.

---

Table 1: Strength of evidence: provider-related outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>ACE Training</th>
<th>ACE Screening</th>
<th>ACE Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Low (n = 13): Two RCTs; one of which reported improvements and one did not find a group difference; observational studies found modest pre-post improvements and four found no effect or mixed results; self-reported knowledge gains subject to social desirability bias; most studies reported small sample sizes and were subject to non-response bias on surveys.</td>
<td>Low (n = 9): All studies contained small sample sizes and no comparison groups; most did not use statistical methods to control for confounding variables.</td>
<td>Very Low (n = 7): Only one study quantified an improvement knowledge; all studies were observational, had small sample sizes, and lacked comparison groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence/ Self-Efficacy</td>
<td>Moderate (n = 15): All eight pre-post assessments found improvements; magnitude of effects was generally small; sample sizes were generally small; surveys had potential for non-response bias and social desirability bias; one RCT found improvements in confidence that persisted for 18 months.</td>
<td>Low (n = 10): All studies were observational and without comparison groups; provider responses were self-reported and subject to social desirability bias; largely inconsistent findings as to whether interventions led to improved confidence.</td>
<td>Very Low (n = 8): Nearly all studies, including an RCT, either found no improvements or generally low confidence levels when responding to ACEs; most studies were observational.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening</td>
<td>Moderate (n = 9): The eight studies involving inferential analyses all found significant improvements, including three RCTs; the magnitude of reported effects was generally large; most studies were observational with small sample sizes; surveys had potential for non-response bias and social desirability bias.</td>
<td>Moderate (n = 24): Most studies found large estimates of improvements in screening rates; most sample sizes were small, relied on observational analyses, and did not have comparison groups; survey responses were subject to recall and social desirability bias.</td>
<td>N/A (n = 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>Moderate (n = 13): Only 5 studies examined clinical care, 5 examined referrals, and 4 examined reporting practices; evidence of measuring outcomes indirectly (e.g., reporting responsibilities rather than reporting behavior); studies were predominately observational.</td>
<td>Moderate (n = 26): Studies were largely observational, except for two RCTs; most did not have control groups and contained small sample sizes; most studies identified small clinical responses to ACEs.</td>
<td>Moderate (n = 12): Studies documented large changes; most sample sizes were small, lacked comparison groups and used observational methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td>N/A (n = 0)</td>
<td>Moderate (n = 25): Studies were largely observational, except for two RCTs; most did not have control groups and contained small sample sizes; most studies identified small clinical responses to ACEs.</td>
<td>N/A (n = 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response</td>
<td>Very Low (n = 5): Small number of studies; all observational; subject to recall and social desirability bias.</td>
<td>Very Low (n = 3): Studies used observational methods and small sample sizes; rapport between providers and patients was estimated to be low.</td>
<td>N/A (n = 0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACE, Adverse childhood experience. RCT, Randomized controlled trial. Options for strength of evidence were: very low, low, medium, and high, based on GRADE criteria.
Outcomes

ACE response

Acceptability/satisfaction. Five observational studies examined patient satisfaction. One reported high levels of satisfaction (>90%) with an intervention involving motivational interviewing; a second found a plurality of caregivers felt intervention content was helpful; a third interviewed providers, who shared that caregivers generally appeared comfortable discussing psychosocial risk factors for maltreatment; a fourth found that families and patients were open to discussing ACEs and toxic stress; the fifth reported that parents understood the importance of discussing and responding to ACEs. One RCT found parents in the intervention group had fewer unmet needs to discuss psychosocial issues than those in the control group.

Engagement in referrals. Two observational studies examined acceptance of referrals. One found 39% of patients accepted behavioral health referrals one-month post-intervention. The second found that 14%–30% of patients accepted referrals to specialty care, depending on the clinical setting. One RCT found parents in the intervention group had significantly higher likelihood of contacting community services. Similarly, one quasi-experimental study found children in the intervention group were more likely to schedule and visit a behavioral health care provider.

Health outcomes. Three studies reported patient health outcomes. One study found that motivational interviewing in response to identified ACEs was associated with short-term reductions in self-reported unhealthy alcohol use and nutrition habits and risky sexual behavior. Lastly, two RCTs documented reductions in household violence following the intervention, as self-reported by caregivers.

Strength of evidence

SOE assessments of individual studies can be found in Appendix Table 3. For all outcomes save one, SOE pertaining to patient-related outcomes was either very low or low (Table 2). Chief reasons were: most studies were observational, results were based on small sample sizes, and authors relied on self-reported survey data. One exception was the relationship between interventions that targeted improvements in ACE screening rates and patient-reported acceptability and satisfaction, for which there was moderate strength of evidence. All studies in this category reported high levels of acceptability and satisfaction—typically above 90%.

Discussion

This systematic review indicates that evidence on the benefits of expanding ACE training, screening, and response in primary care remains nascent. Where available, studies have typically indicated positive associations. Yet, for the most part, we failed to observe consistent linkages between specific interventions and outcomes. Additionally, studies were predominately observational and subject to a variety of limitations.

With respect to ACE training interventions, a preponderance of studies focused on self-reported changes in provider knowledge and confidence. In most instances, studies recorded positive, short-term gains. Whether gains were maintained, and the extent to which they altered clinical practice, were unclear. Thirteen studies—including two RCTs—also reported large increases in ACE screening rates following training. The magnitude of these gains was comparable to documented rates on the scale-up of behavioral health screenings more generally. Fifteen studies quantified

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>ACE Training</th>
<th>ACE Screening</th>
<th>ACE Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accepptability/Satisfaction</td>
<td>Low (n = 5): All studies found high levels of acceptability and satisfaction, including two RCTs; only five studies, inspecting different—albeit related—outcomes; studies had potential for social desirability bias.</td>
<td>Moderate (n = 14): Studies were predominately observational; outcomes were self-reported; respondents (patient, caregiver, provider) varied across studies; most studies recorded high levels of satisfaction and acceptability.</td>
<td>Very Low (n = 5): Four of five studies were observational; outcomes were self-reported; sample sizes were small; all findings indicated positive feedback from patients and caregivers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement in Referrals</td>
<td>Very Low (n = 2): Small number of studies on the topic, with only one RCT; acceptance of referrals was as low as 14% in one setting; both studies provided quantitative estimates for referral acceptance.</td>
<td>Very Low (n = 5): Small number of studies; sample sizes were modest; observed acceptance of referral rates ranged from 14% to 77%; one RCT and one quasi-experimental study both found a large increase in patients accessing community resources among those in intervention group.</td>
<td>Very Low (n = 4): Small number of studies; two studies were observational; small sample sizes; low acceptance rates (&lt;40%) of referrals in both studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Outcomes</td>
<td>Very Low (n = 2): Only two studies; outcomes were self-reported and may be subject to social desirability bias.</td>
<td>Low (n = 3): Studies examined limited set of outcomes; two RCTs found an intervention (SEEK) reduced household violence, though outcome was self-reported; observational study found effects that largely dissipated within two months.</td>
<td>Very Low (n = 3): Small number of studies; outcomes were self-reported, improvements largely dissipated within two months.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACE, Adverse childhood experience. RCT, Randomized controlled trial. Options for strength of evidence were: very low, low, medium, and high, based on GRADE criteria.

Table 2: Strength of evidence associating interventions with patient-related outcomes.
changes in how providers responded to identified ACEs following training interventions. In all instances save one, training was associated with positive changes. For example, an RCT conducted by Garg and colleagues (2007) found a fivefold increase in referrals among providers who received the training intervention.16

A common pattern here and elsewhere pertained to lack of insight on referral practices. In a recent analysis, Hartveit and colleagues (2017) articulate several quality indicators for assessing referral processes, including whether the referral is appropriate and results in timely access to care. Among studies in this review quantifying referrals, these quality indicators were largely omitted—leaving an open question as to whether referrals benefited patients in a meaningful way. Future studies on referrals from ACE screening in primary care might pursue this line of inquiry.

Only nine studies examined the association between ACE training interventions and patient-related outcomes, primarily patient satisfaction with care and acceptability of ACE screening. Three RCTs found patients in intervention arms reported higher levels of comfort,61 satisfaction,45 and fewer unmet needs. Among the two studies measuring patient engagement in referrals, results varied considerably: from a 17-fold increase in acceptance of referrals to only marginal adoption.57,18 This lack of consistency in effect sizes was a common trend across studies, reducing strength of evidence (SOE). Two studies, both RCTs, found that parents who interacted with trained providers reported fewer instances of psychological aggression or physical violence directed towards their children.83,86 This is consistent with past research on the training benefits for clinical social workers and therapists in specialty care settings.83,85 However, these studies relied on self-reporting that are subject to social desirability bias. Additional research would benefit from parent-child dyadic measurement, which cross-validates parent and child responses.86

With respect to the 29 screening interventions we reviewed, 25 quantified subsequent changes in providers’ screening behavior. Collectively, these studies provided medium SOE, similar to the quality of evidence and risk of bias documented in previous systematic reviews on uptake of screening for cancers and mental health conditions.92–96 All but two were observational; however, the magnitude of uptake in screening rates following interventions was consistently large. Remaining outcomes associated with screening interventions possessed low SOE, the product of small sample sizes, lack of comparison groups, and inconsistent findings.

Twenty-one studies examined how ACE screening interventions influenced patient-related outcomes. Fifteen quantified patient or caregiver acceptability and/or satisfaction, reporting high levels in each category—ranging from 72%60 to 94%.7 Nonetheless, SOE was low: studies were observational and subject to biases such as non-response bias and social desirability bias. Of five studies examining patient engagement in referrals, three reported a wide range of referral acceptance rates, from 14%51 to 77%.7 Only three studies examined patient health outcomes, two of which were RCTs. Both RCTs found that implementation of a specific intervention (SEEK) corresponded with reduced household violence.53,92 Across all interventions we identified, SEEK possessed the broadest corpus of evidence.45,47,51,85,86

With respect to ACE response interventions, we only identified seven that addressed provider-related outcomes. Three outcomes—provider knowledge, confidence, and rapport with patients—possessed very low SOE: multiple studies found little or no relationship with improved knowledge,42,79–81 and a similar number reported low levels of confidence in providers’ abilities to execute screening and response.31,100,101 Similarly, one qualitative study documented that providers were hesitant to discuss ACEs or take action following identification of issues like suspected physical abuse because of the potential to compromise the therapeutic relationship with families.81 This is the closest we observed to distress or discomfort resulting from ACE screening and response in primary care; however, neither distress nor discomfort were objectively measured, which could be a valuable pursuit in future research.

A larger group of studies (n = 14) with moderate SOE found ACE response interventions led to meaningful changes in clinical care and increased referrals. For example, Gerlach and colleagues (2021) found that—following the ACE intervention—over three-quarters of providers reached out to on-site clinical social workers or therapists to engage with patients after positive screening.7

It was uncommon for studies to document ways in which altered provider behavior affected patient outcomes: we identified only seven studies, all focused on patient satisfaction or acceptability. In most instances, feedback was positive.31,36,75,77,80,87,90 Two also looked at patients’ engagement of referrals. Referral acceptance was below 50% in both cases.31,77 Prior studies in primary care settings have found that acceptance of referrals is influenced by wait times, proximity to care, provider scheduling of the referral, and the strength of the patient-provider relationship.80,102–104 It is also possible some referrals may have been unnecessary, leading patients to decline services.

Only 12 studies specifically focused on ACE screening and response among adults, compared to 50 focused on pediatric services (see Appendix 2, Tables C and D). Adult-focused studies were also lower strength of evidence; two studies of adults were medium or high SOE, compared to 9 studies of children that were medium or high. Studies among adults covered fewer domains of ACEs screening, training, and response. In
addition, the study design for studies with children were stronger, including more RCTs. That said, observed patterns were similar: for example, studies found that provider knowledge and confidence increased after training. Referrals increased as part of clinical response, and patients reported moderate to high levels of acceptability. Overall, our analysis indicates a critical gap in knowledge regarding the association between ACE training, screening, and response in primary care and provider- and patient-related outcomes. Studies were inconsistent in terms of the ACEs they investigated, interventions they employed, and outcomes they measured. Studies were also inconsistent in their own terminology, and we excluded studies that did not include ACE-specific language. Future studies that aim to be more comprehensive—by including studies that do not self-ascribe as focused on ACEs—would benefit from collating an inventory of clinical screeners that assess ACEs. This could then be used as the basis for future assessments of the ACEs literature.

Of the 58 studies we identified, only seven were RCTs. Among the observational studies, roughly half employed survey instruments that involved self-reporting, often with small sample sizes and low response rates. A strategic next step would be to generate expert consensus on which interventions in primary care may be the most likely to mitigate the sequelae of specific adversities, and then conduct experimental investigations. This includes investigations that employ implementation science frameworks to map relationships between processes and outcomes in the context of clinical practice. It also includes investigations in resource-limited settings where adversities—particularly economic and food insecurity—may be widely prevalent but are significantly understudied.

We note several study limitations. First, although our search strategy assessed over 6000 articles, it is possible we failed to capture relevant studies. We reviewed studies that self-identified as focused on training, screening, and response to multiple ACEs, rather than the broader literature on toxic stress physiology and pediatric clinical screeners, or the narrower literature on individual exposures such as child sexual abuse. Second, heterogeneity of sampling frames and study designs limited our ability to draw broad inferences. Likewise, interventions may have entailed components that were not explicitly described in the text and we were therefore unable to reflect particular nuances. Lastly, to the extent publication bias influenced this investigation, it would imply that strength of evidence may be weaker than that conveyed by our assessment.

Notwithstanding these limitations, this systematic review is the first we know of to show that high-quality information on the effects of ACE-related interventions in primary care settings is limited, and that the field is currently relying primarily on observational studies that have small sample sizes. At the same time, the extant literature indicates high rates of patient acceptability, improvements in provider knowledge and referrals, and reductions in household violence following specific interventions. We did not find any evidence indicating that ACE screening and response led to adverse outcomes, apart from possible tensions in caregiver-provider rapport when discussing ACEs—particularly in the context of suspected child abuse. Moving forward, researchers should endeavor to conduct rigorous studies to evaluate best practices for addressing the health consequences of ACE exposure.
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